. The yeast Nucleocytoplasmic transport plays a pivotal role in eunuclear pore is compared and contrasted to the larger karyotic cell function and is relevant to many areas of and more complex vertebrate nuclear pore in the next cell biology. As such, it is somewhat surprising that chapter by Fahrenkrog and Aebi. This chapter puts books on this subject are in short supply. Nuclear Transgreater emphasis on structural methods, including report, edited by Karsten Weis, is a welcome addition. cent work involving cryo-electron tomography and To understand the organization of the book, a brief atomic force microscopy, techniques which are hoped overview of nuclear transport is helpful. Nuclear localizawill improve our understanding of the three-dimensional tion signals (NLSs) and nuclear export signals (NESs) architecture of the nuclear pore. direct proteins to enter or leave the nucleus. Most types Also included in the review by Rout is his model for of nuclear transport use a set of cytoplasmic receptors transport, which is presented in a measured and interderived from a single family of proteins, the importin esting way. Missing from the book, however, is a rendi-␤ (or karyopherin ␤) nuclear transport receptor family.
entist, social scientist, physicist-almost every one is given to the work of many nuclear transport labs, as headed for a university education can find an early expothe citations tend to be somewhat "Euro" in nature.
sure fascinating and perhaps even useful in their respecDespite this, the interested reader will definitely learn tive careers. All that is needed is an inspiring teacher. all the rules of nuclear transport from the reviews. SupAnd a great textbook can be a big help. plementing Nuclear Transport with the transport reviews Historically, developmental biology, or experimental embryology as much of it was, has relied on three decepthat are published yearly in Current Opinion in Cell Bioltively simple tools. The first involved observation of the ogy's Nucleus issue will assure that the readers' knowldeveloping embryo using the microscope. The other two edge continues to be up-to-date. The field of nuclear tools involved experimental manipulation of the embryo. transport has experienced all the benefits and difficulAblations were used to examine the effects of destroying ties of having a multitude of bright, aggressive scientists, a region of the developing embryo and explants of tissue male and female, studying yeast and vertebrate sysplaced in ectopic locations were used to study regulatems, and hailing from around the world. Nuclear Transtory properties of tissues by studying how they affected port does not recreate the excitement and tension that the development of their new neighbors. The key issues this concentration of scientists has generated: the exwere sharply presented in elegant experiments or ideas. pert feels its absence, but the calm waters presented With the advent of the microscope, detailed observation in the book should satisfy all others. of the developing embryo became possible. Distinct Overall, scientists whose work impacts the nucleus from a view that organisms were pre-formed as miniain any way will benefit from having Nuclear Transport tures in the egg, Kaspar Freidrich Wolff's observation, on their shelves. It is appropriate for audiences ranging in the mid-18 th century, of the chick embryo, suggested from the beginning graduate student, to scientists in that the development of form was progressive. In the other fields, to the long-time expert in nuclear transport.
late 19 th and early 20 th century, Karl von Bauer and Ernst A strength of the book is that reading almost any three Haeckel (whose drawings are now thought to have been chapters will easily enable one to consider themselves rather imaginative) pointed out features shared by aniwell-grounded in the ins and outs of nuclear transport mal embryos, thereby linking evolution to development. and will give them the necessary "bottom line." August Weismann, late in the 19 th century suggested that factors in the fertilized egg, distributed asymmetrically during cell division, directed the course of development.
Amnon Harel and Douglass Forbes
Wilhelm Roux ablated one cell in a two-cell frog embryo.
Section of Cell and Developmental Biology
He found that the remaining cell developed into a halfDivision of Biological Sciences embryo, suggesting that factors were distributed beUniversity of California, San Diego tween daughter cells that put them on mutually exclusive developmental paths. Hans Driesch, Roux's contempoLa Jolla, California
